Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 8-24-14
This week saw the arrival of summer, about 2 months late but it still brought some heat and humidity – forecasts have
us dropping away from the discomfort of the heat and humidity rapidly so concern should not be rising. The heat will
have benefitted courses with newly seeded areas that are looking for extra heat in the soil profile to really help
bentgrass establish. The humidity arrival did increase dollar spot pressure further and some courses have been battling
this a little bit all summer. Rainfall amounts ranged from 3-5” for the week which was a pretty darn good soaking and
will have put carts off the course for one day at least as well as washing bunkers into the proverbial mess. Courses that
didn’t get this type of rainfall will be very happy! Anthracnose issues seem to have declined and this may have been
linked with the moisture which has been relatively consistent so far this month.
No reports of major grub activity yet but it’s something that will be on many of your minds in the next couple of weeks
for sure. Seeding of renovated areas is ongoing and it is the best time of year to do this – optimal soil temperatures, just
enough time to establish prior to winter and then maturation with spring next year – Kentucky bluegrass and bentgrass
really benefit from seeding at this time of the year. Rates may vary depending on your area of coverage but always take
a look at the seed tag to check, seed age, numbers of pure live seed and any check if there are any unwanted varieties or
cultivars in the bag.
Field day is rapidly coming upon us, and if you want to register please do so at the www.cdgaturf.org website. Pigments,
crabgrass, firmness and wetting agents, curative disease approaches and many other topics are being covered.
Accomplished speakers and researchers are coming in from a regional basis to talk about projects and experiences with
materials that we have worked with. It is sure to be a good time!
Climate:

Temperature °F

This weekend we head into what will be the hottest forecasted spell of the season. I think most if not all of us are
grateful that this is not the first week of June. It is predicted that outside the city temperatures will push consistently
into the low 90 degree range for the next 3-4 days. Humidity will also be high and has been high with 100% humidity for
24hours on Thursday 8/21 creating an ideal situation for very wet leaf surfaces and plenty of disease activity. The soil
temperatures have been trending higher and we are back near the 80°F (Figure 1) and this will increase next week.
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Figure 1. High and low air temperatures and 2” soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago
Suburb), August 2014

Precipitation was the big concern this week and we are all looking anxiously at the forecast to see how much more
precipitation will come through. The buildup in heat along with the moisture is of concern particularly into the early part
of next week. Courses working with phosphites may get through it unscathed but some courses may see some problems
in low lying traditional wet areas if depending just on phosphites. Sunshine course numbers for rainfall totaled just over
1.5” (Figure 2) but totals ranged in the area from 0.75” all the way up to 5” which is an extreme difference and will mean
that some people got very lucky. The rainfall may have hurt courses that recently seeded so work on repairing that
damage will be ongoing.
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Figure 2. Daily precipitation in August 2014, at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb)
The clouds have been saving us somewhat for creating more heat than is really wanted. They have however kept
moisture closer to the surface and thus it is combining to make things steamy. This lack of light (Figure 3) is not helping
bentgrass very much and the return of heat will be welcomed somewhat as long as rootzones get a chance to dry out –
and that will be location specific.
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Figure 3. Daily light integrals for August 2014, at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb)
Temperatures further south have definitely climbed north already and will continue to do so for the next few days. As it
has been such a very comfortable summer I think and expect much the courses should be able to tolerate the
precipitation and the heat stress. The forecast is for a somewhat short lived heating event but there is still potential for
damage to occur to turf. Soil temperatures have stayed somewhat comfortable (Figure 4), and should be buffered
enough to take the change and not impact turf roots in a negative manner.
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Figure 4. Daily high and low temperatures, 4” soil temperatures at Peoria CC, Peoria, IL, August 2014
Precipitation had not arrived associated the storms that northern Illinois experienced further south as of early Friday 822. However based on the radar – it was coming! Precipitation has been consistent however and courses further south
would have received 0.7” or there about on 8/19 which would’ve replenished anything that had dried down (Figure 5).
The question now is how much water will fall and how quickly it will get really hot – if the turn around is fast – then
boiling turf is a possibility followed by the joys of pythium!
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Figure 5. Daily precipitation in August 2014, at Peoria CC, Peoria, IL
Northwest of the state has seen temperatures stay somewhat moderated, but the expectation is again that heat will
turn up in a big way over the next 5-6 days. Most courses may appreciate it if they are seeding and looking to enhance
germination. The heat will push soil temperatures back closer to the 80°F mark which will help (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Daily high and low temperatures, 2” soil temperatures at Rockford CC, Rockford IL, August 2014

The northwest part of the state had definitely seen some of the torrential downpour though again it would have been
hit or miss. Conditions had been drying down however with the Rock River had dropped to 3.7ft of a depth – it is now
back at 4.8ft and should rise a little more by the time it is done! The measured value of 2” for the 22nd may not have
been all of the precipitation that hit the area (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Daily precipitation totals in August 2014, at Rockford CC, Rockford IL
The weather station in southern Illinois is still giving us some problems – updates as soon as we get them!
Disease:
Dollar spot activity has been reported this week in many locations; moisture on the leaf surface has been evident in the
morning while temperatures and humidity were ripe for creating problems (Picture 1),

E Nangle 8-18-14
Picture 1. Dollar spot really digging in on the north side of Chicago this week.
The cloudy wet days that we had along with the slight increase in temperatures did also create opportunity for leaf spot
to get into areas that might have been under fertilized (Picture 2). Returning grass back to growth will aid in recovery as

well as some extra heat and once the rain passes drying conditions. The poa plants also may have been showing up
some yellow tuft this week with the temperatures and excessive moisture on the leaf surface. Conditions changing will
reduce the problem and overall the issue is not a big one. Some spotting may show up on lower cut surfaces but will
dissipate naturally. Preventative applications of mefenoxam are considered successful but there is limited reason to
make this application.
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Picture 2. Both leaf spot and yellow tuft showing up in one location in Chicago this week.
Reports of slime mold have also surfaced, this is more unsightly than anything else and drying out will reduce the
problem. That may not happen for a few days yet. The cool wet weather on the north side of the city this week also
resulted in the appearance of some possible Microdochium patch and on stressed Poa there was some anthracnose
evident though compared to the previous weeks not as bad.
Insects:
While insects have not been too much of an issue directly on turf, you may have noticed some of these green stink bugs
(Picture 3), Nezara viridula on your tomatoes, apples, cherries, soybean, peas and beans to mention a few. They are of
course known for their smell which is emanated if they are disturbed or perceive attack. Their piercing mouth parts
allow for damage to almost any part of the plant but you will most likely notice damage to the fruiting bodies where
they will show deformation and scarring.

Picture 3. Green Stink bug nymph on golf course greens in Chicago this week

Fall armyworm eggs (Picture 4) have also shown up on flags in the area. The moths will not do damage to turf but once
the larvae start feeding you may start to see broad areas of defoliated turf. The areas may coalesce and turf will have a
grazed or scalped appearance. Scouting for the eggs on the flag poles is always a good tactic at this time of year. Control
applications will be required with a range of options available.

Picture 4. Fall armyworm eggs showed up this week in the Chicago area
Weeds:
It’s getting to the stage where maximum coverage of turf is occurring with those pesky grassy weeds. Crabgrass has
become very noticeable in rough areas (Picture 5) and you can expect voids to start showing as temperatures start
cooling down. Creeping Charlie is also in full attack mode and has started to take over along cart path edges and other
heavily compacted areas. The other thing we have noticed somewhat is that moss was
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Picture 5. Crabgrass very evident on roughs in Chicago this week

Management strategy:

We are on the cusp of the season wind down and thoughts must be leaning towards the cultural practices that are about
to cause an annual headache. In light of the year we have had a quick reminder of processes you went through will help
make a decision. Firstly, many courses decided not to aerate which was a tough decision to make but understandable in
light of the fact there were no roots and limited scope for recovery from damage based on the cold wet spring. The
second part to that was how many courses regained cover – it involved the use of a lot of foliar fertility and covers which
was a standard operating procedure from Chicago through the northeast. The one issue that I noted on courses with this
was it drop shoot growth heavily and while that helped cover, many course managers understood that the turf roots
were seeing little benefit. Following this a washout occurred in May and June which further impacted roots. So going
into the summer there was a very uncomfortable feeling of what could happen – to that end – we have been blessed
with this weather – it is nothing short of a miracle that we did not see any more heat than this and it has saved us from
so many problems and what would have been an overall horrific year for the game of golf.
The fun is starting to wind down however and a decision must be made on aeration for the fall – if there is not one
already in place. Superintendents and golfers look at this in two different ways and it’s understandable. Aeration by
definition is focused on the roots and the growing medium they are in. It is impactful on the putting surface in the short
term, however benefits long term are countless (1). Improving drainage, reducing disease pressure and retaining long
term turf quality must be considered when making the decision. It also releases unwanted trapped gasses and
introduces more oxygen into the rootzone which is crucial to summer time stress tolerance (2). The second part is
related to temperatures – bentgrass in particular needs consistently warm temperatures >70°F in the rootzone to
aggressively grow. This summer temperatures have precariously hung around the 70-75°F mark and while bentgrass
surfaces have been fine, it does not take much for that to fall off. If that does happen recovery from aeration is really
slowed down and this becomes really noticeable later in the year. Aeration in October is very difficult to justify as the
marks will still be there in the spring, while aeration in September after Labor Day really does hurt golf. In the best of
both worlds however aeration as close to Labor Day as possible is going to be the best option, last year courses were
healed up 10-12 days after the process and had an excellent fall golf season. It’s a tough decision for many courses to
make and not everyone will be happy but it’s like the medicine you don’t like, sooner you take it, sooner everything goes
away.
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Things to watch out for:
Based on feed back we are going to add a small column on things to think about and something similar to an illustrious
radio host we will call it ‘What Ed got right and What Ed got wrong’. The point of this is not for me to make myself look
like an idiot – I can do that many other ways – it is more to have something in your mind when riding the course that
may be out there.
I’m predicting with absolutely NO certainty that you may see this week based on the weather some of the following
things. If I can keep this above the Mendoza line for the year I think I will be happy.
1) Pythium
2) Dollar spot (North of O‘Hare)
3) Brown Patch

FINALLY!!!

This week had many of you confused for some reason, however Mr. A. Dauksas at Glen Oak CC leads a charmed life – he
attracts more lightning strikes than I have ever known and this is an example of another one – a little bit strange looking
but if anyone can consistently tell me how lightning acts then I would also like to know their take on lottery numbers.
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Then we are left to ask – what caused this delineation??
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Dr. Lee Miller’s latest report dated 8-19-14 can be found below.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update08_19_14.cfm.
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

